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Interested in a job that utilizes people skills and the desire to be productive in the 
work environment. Enjoy staying busy, multi-tasking, and learning new skills. Self-
motivated with exceptional communication and computer capabilities.

EXPERIENCE

Check Processing Clerk
ABC Corporation - AUGUST 1998 – JUNE 2001

 Received and processed ATM checks from the Southwest region.
 Entered batched ATM checks into the computer with accuracy and 

storing batched checks.
 Located and retrieved stored checks for research.
 Sorted through checks to make sure they are free of foreign objects.
 Prepared checks to be scanned.
 Maintained responsibility for researching, indexing, and depositing all 

checks into the correct insurance file in a timely manner.
 Utilized existing and new systems to perform scanning, indexing, 

routing, and research functions.

Check Processing Clerk 
Delta Corporation - 1993 – 1998

 Ordered Saving Bonds Processed Utility Payments, Ach Items, 
Incoming Wires &amp; Outgoing Wires.

 Monitored NSF Acconts Obtained Internal/External Accounts and G/L 
Accounts.

 Job requirement was to cash checks interact with people explain how 
many hours they worked there pay and how much was to open out 
with taxes and .

 Worked with taking co-pays but mostly entering insurance diagnostic 
codes,.

 Encoded checks for Food City (K-Vat); kept up with necessary 
paperwork; ran checks through two machines and boxed them up to 
be sent to the Federal.

 Balanced incoming checks.
 Distributed work to FedEx.

EDUCATION

 N/A in N/A - 1996(Dallas Can Academy - Dallas, TX)
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SKILLS

Word, Microsoft Office, Excel, PowerPoint.
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